Spiritual Mastership Training Class
Plan I
Spiritual Mastership Training
Mind Body and Soul Living Package
Cost:
3 - Month Conditioning Package
$99 per month $250 if paid in full - $47 off
Plan I Package Includes:
Monthly Reiki Healings in person or via skypeMonthly Reiki Attunements in person or via skypeSoul Evaluation - Seeing Inside Your Soul
Spiritual Evaluation - Included an in-depth soul clearing out of what is continuing to block you from god
or spirit
Spiritual Health Screening
Spiritual Living plan -Including Spiritual principles to live by or spiritual Tenants
Additional Add On Sessions, not included in Plan I
Add On #1
Spiritual Workout - A specific physical spiritual journey for each individual.
Add On #2
Retraining the Intellect
Add On #3
Perspective healing
Add On #4
Karuna Master I & II
This add on is only for plan 3.

Plan 2
Spiritual Mastership Training
Living from the Universal Mind Body and Soul Package
6 Month PackageCost:
$133 per month
$600 if paid in full - $198 off
6 Month Package includes:
3 - Month Conditioning Package
Monthly Reiki Healings in person or via skypeMonthly Reiki Attunements in person or via skypeSoul Evaluation - Seeing Inside Your Soul
Spiritual Evaluation - Included an in-depth soul clearing out of what is continuing to block you from god
or spirit
Spiritual Health Screening
Spiritual Living plan -Including Spiritual principles to live by or spiritual Tenants

Reiki Training Package
Reiki Practitioner I Training
Reiki Practitioner II Training
Reiki Master Training
Additional Add On Sessions, not included in Plan I
Add On #1
Spiritual Workout - A specific physical spiritual journey for each individual.
Add On #2
Retraining the Intellect
Add On #3
Perspective healing

Plan 3
Spiritual Mastership Training
Manifesting with the Universal Mind Body and Soul Package
9 Month PackageCost:
$144 per month
$1200 if paid in full - $ 96 off
2 pmts of $620 - $56 off
3 pmts of 420 - $36 off
4 pmts of 320 - $16 off
9 Month Package Includes:
3 - Month Conditioning Package
Monthly Reiki Healings in person or via skypeMonthly Reiki Attunements in person or via skypeSoul Evaluation - Seeing Inside Your Soul
Spiritual Evaluation - Included an in-depth soul clearing out of what is continuing to block you from god
or spirit
Spiritual Health Screening
Spiritual Living plan -Including Spiritual principles to live by or spiritual Tenants
Reiki Training Package
Reiki Practitioner I Training
Reiki Practitioner II Training
Reiki Master Training
Karuna Reiki Practitioner Training Package
Karuna I Practitioner Training
Karuna II Practitioner Training
Add On #4 – Karuna Reiki Master I & II
This course is not included in Package 3, but can be added.
This is only available to be added on to Package 3.

Add On Courses
Additional Add On Sessions, not included in Plan I
Add On #1
Spiritual Workout - A specific physical spiritual journey for each individual.
Add On #2
Retraining the Intellect
Add On #3
Perspective healing

Spiritual Mastership Training Class
Course Description
Mind Body and Soul Living Package – Plan 1
Living from the Universal Mind Body and Soul Package -Plan 2
Manifesting with the Universe Mind Body and Soul Package – Plan 3
Plan I
Mind Body and Soul Living Package $99 per month
Monthly Reiki Healings in person or via skypeMonthly Reiki Attunements in person or via skypeSoul Evaluation - Seeing Inside Your Soul
Spiritual Evaluation - Included an in-depth soul clearing out of what is continuing to block you from god
or spirit
Spiritual Health Screening
Spiritual Living plan -Including Spiritual principles to live by or spiritual Tenants
Add On’s- Discount of 50% off when paid in full with specific Package
1.
2.
3.
4.

Spiritual Workout – An Individualized Physical Spiritual Journey Movement Plan Original Cost $75
Retraining the Intellect Session Original Cost $125
Perspective Healing Session Original Cost $125
Karuna Reiki Master I & II Original Cost $275

Program Description
These Spiritual Mastership Packages allow you to develop a God or Source Consciousness. In doing so,
this process will assist you in clearing out the blocks of your mind body and soul allowing you to begin
living the life you were supposed to live when you incarnated here on earth.
We will provide you with a total and complete soul clearing and healing based self-practice. It will be
contingent on your willingness to participate in your own healing because only you can do the healing.
This program can lead and guide you, but you must be willing to make a commitment to yourself to
want more out of life. This is a simple but not easy 90 day program of healings, soul clearing and
spiritual advancements.
This program will allow you the freedom to give yourself permission to heal and move forward. The
program will assist with removing any blockages that have kept you from going forward and living an
enlightened life with your soul.
We assist in clearing out or removing any blockages of your path, unhealthy ideas or behaviors and/or
thinking problems that have prohibited you from truly being the light. We sort of assist in re-lighting
your spiritual light so that it may shine a others may see it and become inspired by you. It will allow you

to one and for all become an inspiration to yourself and many others who see your light. What are you
waiting for? If not now, when?
Mind Body and Soul Living – Self Practice
This Self Practice program will allow you the freedom to give yourself permission to heal and move
forward. The program will assist with removing any blockages that have kept you from going forward
and living an enlightened life with your soul.
We assist in clearing out or removing any blockages of your path, unhealthy ideas or behaviors and/or
thinking problems that have prohibited you from truly being the light. We sort of assist in re-lighting
your spiritual light so that it may shine so others may see it and become inspired by you.
Plan Descriptions:
Reiki Healings in person or via skypeYou will receive a Reiki Healing a month with Andrea Elizabeth to find what is still blocking and unclear.
Reiki Attunements in person or via skypeYou will receive a Reiki Attunement a month with Andrea Elizabeth to continuously open up your crown
chakra to healing and allow the universal life force to continuously flow through your space for an easy
and light hearted transition into your new life.

Soul Evaluation - Seeing Inside Your Soul with Andrea Elizabeth
These sessions are like a tune up for your being. I first allow you to give me an idea of what you think
your soul really wants from you; then we do some inner soul work, taking a look deep within your
matrix, DNA and your holographic senses. We clear this space out together, then we get into that inner
caol space where your soul resides and begin asking the questions as to what you think you soul really
wants. The outcome of each session is miraculous and amazing as it helps to enlighten you on how you
really wish to live but have not been able to. All things come in good time however, some soul cleaning
is always needed for a clear perspective.

Spiritual Evaluation with Andrea Elizabeth
Includes an in-depth soul clearing out of what is continuing to block you from god or spirit
Not quite the same as a Soul Evaluation. A spiritual evaluation is where I use a different sight to see
exactly where you are at on a spiritual level. Your spirit is portrayed as a different position or has its own
certain level of importance, and as we regulate your space together, unilaterally from a place or position
of light we can and will actually see the difference in the values you hold, the position you take fully on
in your life spiritually as well and mentally and physically.
Each and every level or layer of you has a value and regulates various parts of your space. Spiritually we
all believe in something and together we can begin to seek out and to manifest what it is you spiritually
wish to attain for your own life and your own self in our own self chatter if you will... We all have that
voice that speaks to us. What does your say to you? This is the space will be working from. That voice of
belief and discretion. It lives here with you 24 hours a day yet very few know of it. Let’s take a look at it
together and see what it has in store for you.

Spiritual Health Screening with Andrea Elizabeth
Lets take a look at where you are right now with the health of your mind body and soul. We will take a
look at your mental physical and spiritual space using what I call a Universal Matrix Cleansing. In this
cleaning you show me what needs to be healed, cleansed or moved out of your spiritual health matrix.
Your DNA may have a spiritual health tear some where down on your ancestral lineage which could be
creating illness, addictions, diseases, weight gain or weight loss, mental fog, disharmony in your space,
etc., we take a look at this together and see what is needed in your space to create a harmonious
healing energy for your mind and body. We will take a look at your physical body, for blockages,
diseased organs, health issues, addictions.
This is a full Mind Body and Soul Health Screening. I look at your physical body as well as your
holographic space. I see where you are living from a fragmented or broken space and begin to allow in
all aspects of self that are not present here, now, so that you can fully live in the present, right hereright now. It’s an over flowing healing of total and complete love and joy and compassion.

Spiritual Living plan -Including Spiritual principles to live by or spiritual Tenants with Andrea Elizabeth
This will be a 24 hours a day living plan. We will capitulate your fears, your resentments, your anger and
your hurts and make you whole again. We will respectfully see where have made mistakes in the past
which may or may not have caused harm to you and to others. We will take a look at the so called
human failings in your life. We will see where our God Given Instincts have gone astray causing havoc in
your life, as well as see where your habits and behaviors have been harmful to yourself and to others.
We will begin to nullify your past and create a new perspective for you to live by. In doing this work you
will become honest with who you truly are.
This is going to be a process and it will have subtle yet profound effects upon you. You will begin to find
out the meaning behind you and your human behaviors. We are going to be spiritually cleaning out your
house and allowing in a new living quarters, new living principles and allowing a new life to ensue. This is
the main aspect of healing, as once you clean your own house, and continue to keep it tidy, you will
enjoy all other aspects of your life; physically, mentally, and emotionally. What a profound concept.
Clean living from the inside.

Add On Courses –
Add On #1
Spiritual Workout - A specific physical spiritual journey for each individual
Spiritually speaking most people do not see that they are having difficulty mentally emotionally,
spiritually, and physically; all of these are a recipe for health. If you work only on the spiritual aspect of
yourself, the physical lags and becomes weakened and sick.
This spiritual workout is a simple energetic addition to the rest of the processes. Beginning with simple
breath exercises and gentle yin yoga postures you will begin to feel the flow of your new energetic body
and its inner workings. During this process of movement each and every time you begin the day you will
begin to notice new ideas, new feelings, new precepts about you and your life. You will begin to allow
old memories, hurts, bad decisions, to simply slip away. What most people do not know about the body
is that we hold on to things in various places both within and without. You may be holding on to a
grudge that you thought you had worked through and it may be stuck in your inner thigh. And slowly but
surely, by moving these parts of your body, you will be able to maneuver it out easily and directly
without even having to feel the charged of the emotion. It is always surprising to me when I am doing
these yoga movements and these very old memories or feelings show up. They are there, believe me.
Even if you think you have worked it out somehow. They seem to stay. So, I include movement in this as
a part of actually realigning your mind body and spirit or soul into wholeness. Allowing you to come
holistically, spiritually and physically whole. This will soon become a lifestyle of contentedness
wholeness and ease all in one.

Add On #2
Retraining the Intellect
I added this course, because my guides said it was paramount, and because I know of so many people
who seem to not be able to get to the other side of their head and or their brain, the intellectual side of
the spirit. This is session is for the so called “close minded scientific engineering brains” who can only
see what is on paper. They cannot fathom the unknown because it is not explained. We will fully
conjugate each and every aspect of the self from a spiritual vibration and or space by allowing you to
see with your mind’s eye or mind’s heart just exactly where you have performed the same duties, such
as clear knowing, clear seeing, clear audible, etc., however you and your mind thought they were
something different. This session was channeled to me by Einstein and Sir Isaac Newton, two of my
favorite guides who like to come in and give me information to help the big-minded people who are
struggling with their beliefs.
Used a sort of muse on each perspective
Get down to the nitty gritty off their scientific space and dance with them
How: You will sort of almost undue their philosophical ways and sort of undetermined their sort of
planned outcome and throw them off of it or a take a look
In these sessions, we will: Dispel any lies, determinations of others hypocritical ways from your make up
that unilaterally are misunderstood by your own self. Your brain knows one thing and is trained to know
this, yet you have conflict inside with the out come as to who what and why it is the way it is. This
manifestation class, I will call it, will help to identity why you have the doubts within, and why you
seemingly cannot fully live the life you wish you could. And you cannot figure it out on your own, as you
have absolutely everything society says you are supposed to have, yet you are unfulfilled.
Allow me to almost undo your physical make up through working with your DNA stand if that is
required.
We will allow the fractured sight of your holographic being to come into fruition with you as a whole.
You will become more intuitive and insightful and actually listen to that, not the programming of
someone else who is the teacher and you have told yourself, I should listen to them. No, you are the
actual teacher. It is almost as though you are teaching yourself.
However seeing your life through your own eyes is a way of almost recrucifying your soul day in and day
out. You are almost living in a daily sanctified space of death or dread and you can find no way out.
Come today and let us figure it out together.

The sanctimonious
Intellectual pride
Spiritual pride
Intellectual mind set retraining and or Retraining the intellect
Using techniques given to me by Einstein and Sir Issac Newtson through channeling, we will being using
using a PI ratio sight

I unilaterally communicate first with your mind, then your body then your spirt
In seeking out each part of your uncommunicative space we can almost individualize your manners in
which you seem to be having the most trouble and need the most insight
I can actively see your or where your ratios have been an almost derivative of the unnatural
I can see where nature in your life has been steered off course
And visually determine the best course of action for you to regain your natural path in life
If you are leading a sort of double life where you are an actor in your life and feel no emotion toward it,
you may be off your own natural life path sideways or what have you
Intellectually you are humanly on the money, however emotionally and spiritual off the level of
enthusiasm and or light.
This healing will enable you to begin to fortify your own nature and your own life and your own spiritual
path if you will and almost euthanize the past into a non-existence space
Furthering your light at the end of the tunnel; if life seems bleak seek me out for a session.
I promise you won’t be disappointed
Einstein’s theory of relativity never really touched on the bounds of the human society
He only thought in terms of multiplicity or multiplicate capacity in terms of humanness
Our own divisive strategy can operate in a dual magnanimity dueling itself to the end
If you are here at your end, then that is a great space to begin.
Here are words from the Helpers in Hawaii. April 2018 Oahu
Any words on the intellect healing from Hawaii
Well andrea we have actually been waiting for this. We are also here to gain perspective on this topic.
We rather agree that each and every aspect of the altered intellectual self has meaning and each and
every topic of the intellect or intellectual has to be almost forfeited to become fully aligned and intact
for a spiritual reasoning
Why is that
Well first and foremost each and every person relates to solely and souly on their own intellectual pride
meaning that what they think is factual and true due to the determination of their manufactured soul.
What is a manufactured soul
It is a soul that has been taught to unthink the real and to think the unreal and in doing so they have
been alsost tricked into a belief that is not pertinent to their own being in a sort. They have some type of
continual synapse burst inside when they try to think the other way or on a spiritual basis if you will and
they often times find it difficult to even relay this instance as they have no so-called feeling attached to
it. This is what is to be called an unnatural synapse burst and it happens over and over again to the
college literates. In time when they focus elsewhere or find other so-called ideas, this is sometimes
terminally difficult for them to find that other kind of perspectives exist.
Why

Because they have learned to believe in the opposite
So how can I assist them
When you begin to do these respected healings we will all be with you.
Especially Albert Einstein he’ll be working within his metropolis of guides and begin turning into a new
almost metropolis of mathematical and credence to fully represent who and where these new literate
illiterates will become.
You only approach these new family roots with an almost Abernathy approach we’re you can keep them
from a place of their inner core collective. And from this inner core collective you will and trained their
thoughts and our minds to become fully operational
On almost the other side of their brain truly forming a new sort of perspective unilaterally in the deepest
part of their emotion. In doing this you onto five year alone sort of breaking point inasmuch as they do
well and can be able to fathom a new radiant format of thought.
Where throughout any of their life there was an innate perspective to which they could unilaterally
combine a say force with its own nature. And in doing this in it’s perfectly natural for them to think that
way so it is kind of blowing through the outcome from a point of a new millennial or combat zone and in
taking this force all the way through core of the anagram it forces their belief to be a constant. And in
taking this constant enforces their existence to form another thought pattern. Therefore you erasing
the old and providing the new.
Each form therefore consists of a new realm and tact or perspective
Eliminates all things contrary to their old beliefs Allowing and to sort of open up their mind body, even
hearts space to newness

Add-on #3
Perspective Healing
In these Perspective Healing sessions, I will take a look at your fractured perspective space and begin to
bring in all aspects of you that are scattered, mind body and soul, allowing you to be completely present
and evaluate where you currently live and see how it is out of rhythm and allowing your entire space to
become whole again, using some grace and allowance mechanisms that I received from channeling.
These simple plans are from a deep place within where one can only sense. I assist in allowing this space
to open up and clear out while taking a look at what is happening within your soul space and allowing
for healing and peace. When complete you will have a total clear new perspective on absolutely
everyone and everything. And things will begin to line up and start working for you.
In a perspective healing we will together take a look from your fractured self patterns to fractured mind
patterns as well as your fractured perspective. This will entail really delving into your own mind from a
place where the brokeness had begun and allowing us both to see the ramifications of it all both then
and now and we will take the trail to find out just where that perspective was broken and work in that
space
It will be the circles space on the axis of your life when it came to a crossroads. We will stand together at
the crossroad, look at the actions and reactions that are broken in your perspective space and see from
this fracturedness. We will together work in that space to sort of clear out and to manage your
newfound space and perspective thus allowing you to sort of sew up all old loose ends and to begin to
manufacture new ideas feelings and thoughts of your life. There is no better feeling than to have a clear
and unfractured perspective in your life
Add On #4
Karuna Reiki Master
Karuna Reiki I/II Master
Karuna Reiki I and II Master class has a level of intenseness all on its own. This class allows you to receive
the sacred attunement process to attune Reiki Masters to this lovely healing adventure. Allowing the
universe to literally kick start your life. It will be as thought you flatlined and have been given life once
again. Working with the Karuna Master Symbol as well as the sentient beings, the bodhivistas of the
past and the Karuna matrix of the future. Aligning with this natural beautiful Karuna reiki master energy
will honestly give you the world. I have no words of the joy I have in using each and every one of the
gifts I have been given.
*Note on Karuna Classes
Karuna Practitioner classes are very intense. With the 8 new ancient symbols the possibilities for your
life will become endless. My experience with these classes allowed for a much higher sight, almost as
though I was shot up to 100 stories and given the ability to look down into one’s space getting a
different perspective than just the earthly perspective. I was allowed to see a person’s makeup for their
universal matrix, allowing for an even deeper perspective of healing to take place as well as seeing their

DNA make up and being able to allow it to light up and even heal that part of their ancestral line. Now I
am not saying this will happen to everyone, but the possibilities are honestly endless and feel assured
that your life will never be the same.

REIKI EXPLAINED

Reiki Practitioner I
The Reiki I class opens the gates of the universe. This class consist of 4 Ancient Sacred Attunements.
Each attunement has its own specific purpose. The first attunement opens up your crown chakra to the
universe allowing the universal life force energy to begin flowing. The second attunement begins to align
your upper chakras. The third attunement begins opening and aligning the bottom chakras. And the final
attunement allows the life force energy to flow continuously through your space. Opening up
commination to the universe and your higher self. This first class allows your body to begin adjusting to
your old perspective as you lived before. It allows new self-communication to become more apparent
and useful in your daily life. It may or may not allow your other gifts to begin awaken as well. These gifts
could include, clairvoyance, mediumship, past life remembrances, a knowing of other existences and
even a higher communication with other sentient beings the list goes on and on. And the possibilities
are endless within this universe. A sacred symbol is provided in this class for your use.
Reiki Practitioner II
The Reiki II class allows for healing of past present and future. Reiki also allows for healing of deep
emotional hurt, abuse, and pain. There are two sacred attunement given in this class. The first one will
balance the yin and the yang of your body or right and left energies. The second attunement fine tune
the energies and allows them to fit perfection within your space. This class is very deep and intense. You
are given two ancient symbols. The first symbol allows you to tap into the past present and future. It
sort of builds a bridge within time. It allows healing to take place even if the person is not in your
presence as Reiki energy has no time and no space. Its wondrous nature allows you to heal your
ancestry, your timelines, your future as well as your past. This is an amazing experience. The second
symbol allows a deep inner emotional healing of past emotional upsets, abuse, addictions, precepts and
the like. It allows them to wash away the past so to speak. This class is amazing.
Reiki III/Master Class
Reiki III Master Level Training Class attunes you to the Master Energy of the Universe.
Becoming a Reiki Master is being able to Master all Universal Guidance to enhance your life and to fully
live a path of truth.
In this Training ClassYou are given a Master symbol and taught how to give a Reiki Attunement. Not the same attunements
as the classes but an attunement to assist others in opening up their consciousness to the Universal Life
Force Energy.
This class gives you the power of allowance to assist others in ways no one else can. It also keeps you on
a higher level of continuous learning and living. This class gives you higher ideas and precepts to live and
abide by. I believe it literally allows you to walk with the giants of the universe.

After becoming a Reiki Master, you will be in total allowance and alignment with God, Spirit, the
Universe, and yourself. As we are literally all one. At this Master Level, you are able to have a clearer
picture of who you are and who you wish to be.
KARUNA REIKI
Karuna Reiki I Practitioner
Karuna Reiki I Practitioner works with the sacred sound of the Universe together as one unit. This
training allows the love from an unbound sea of love to totally and compassionately open up and allow
you to create from this wisdom, a healing space that has unlimited possibilities as well as the potential
to heal universally. In this training, you will receive 4 ancient symbols that will allow you to heal and
clear deep cell memories from both this life and the past. Create clarity and open your heart to
compassion. Your awareness broadens while opening up to other dimensions of the Universe and
connect to loving compassionate energy. It will assist to break negative patterns while restoring natural
balance to your life. All you to heal at very deep karmic and causal level restoring love, truth, beauty and
harmony. It will restore your love of life as it heals issues of the heart. Clears negative energy, creates
determination and revives your Chi to connect to Gaia, Earth energy, and clear the lower six chakras.
Karuna Reiki II Practitioner
Karuna Reiki II Practitioner further enhances your work with the sacred sound of the Universe. It allows
a deeper connection to the unbound sea of love to totally and compassionately open up and allow you
to create even further from this wisdom. Again, a healing space that has unlimited possibilities as well as
the potential to heal universally. In this training, you will receive 4 ancient symbols that will allow you to
acquire the mystical and spiritual knowledge through feeling and prophecies from God. Release your
higher self to communicate more clearly and effectively in everyday life. Increase awareness and uplift
your consciousness creating a direct connection with God. Attain perfect balance, action and physical
manifestation. Assist in healing the human race, balance energy, raise awareness and transform thought
into action. Balance the four elements, dispel illusion, conditioning and untruth. Aids in acting in the
moment from a place of truth rather than re-acting to circumstances as well as assist in healing the
Earth. Endure peace, heal the past and make way for the present, learn to send peace to the past, free
our attachments and heal. Release fear, anger, hurt while soothing the aura.

Karuna Reiki I/II Master
Karuna Reiki I and II Master class has a level of intenseness all on its own. This class allows you to receive
the sacred attunement process to attune Reiki Masters to this lovely healing adventure. Allowing the
universe to literally kick start your life. It will be as thought you flatlined and have been given life once
again. Working with the Karuna Master Symbol as well as the sentient beings, the bodhivistas of the
past and the Karuna matrix of the future. Aligning with this natural beautiful Karuna reiki master energy
will honestly give you the world. I have no words of the joy I have in using each and every one of the
gifts I have been given.
*Note on Karuna Classes

Karuna Practitioner classes are very intense. With the 8 new ancient symbols the possibilities for your
life will become endless. My experience with these classes allowed for a much higher sight, almost as
though I was shot up to 100 stories and given the ability to look down into one’s space getting a
different perspective than just the earthly perspective. I was allowed to see a person’s makeup for their
universal matrix, allowing for an even deeper perspective of healing to take place as well as seeing their
DNA make up and being able to allow it to light up and even heal that part of their ancestral line. Now I
am not saying this will happen to everyone, but the possibilities are honestly endless and feel assured
that your life will never be the same.
Reiki Conclusion
Having read the forgoing explanation of the reiki and its benefits, let me say to you that there is no way
that you could ever go wrong in taking any or all of these Reiki Trainings. Even if you take them and do
not practice them, the universal life force will still be very prominent in your life; bringing to you
opportunities you had never had before. If your child is disabled, or a loved one is ill or sick in ways no
other help has been successful, or you do not agree with the answer, you will now have a different
perspective and a new energy and the faith to give it another go around. You can assist in healing
yourself as well as your loved ones. There are no boundaries to where love can go and heal. Allow the
healing to being today.
Namaste’ Andrea

